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The correct procedure is laid down in regulations. Regulations means ……. 

labor scale rule price

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is absolutely no …….....…. between the different groups of the meeting. 

intervention pension coordination compensation

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The company has been forced to modify its position. Modify means……

lose change fire foster

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher acts as a ….........…… of learning in classroom. 

facilitation facilitative facility facilitator

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The company needs to return to …….................….very soon.

recruitment profitability expenditure retirement

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Anything that prevents people from understanding or doing something" is called …...............…. 

barrier breed obscure screen

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Computers are used to save or  ……...............  information. 

guide indicate store repair

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A more …….................... transport system would discourage the use of private cars and develop

public transport.

integrate integration integrates integrated

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When "something is able to change or be changed easily according to the situation" it is

…..................  

rational flexible possible viable

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They prefer complexity to be more independent. The antonym of complexity is............... 

simplicity creativity capacity majority

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Your explanation might have ……................. him, but not his sister. 

reduced convinced withstand accommodated

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My friend's brother works in a multinational conglomerate.'conglomerate' means.................

a small business firm a private firm

a public firm a large business firm

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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It is a very ….........…. organization in which everyone's status is very clearly defined. 

individual fundamental remedial hierarchical

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We need to make sure that we …...........…. our resources as fully as possible.

expose exist exploit inhibit

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many of the approaches to planned change are appropriate for solving problems.'approaches' is

closest in meaning to.......................

sizes ways prices workers

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sensitivity training was an early and fairly …….............… technique, which means "it is practiced in

many places". 

widespread destructive skillful effective

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Human resources function of compensation relates to the company's economic environment.

'resources' means ………. 
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17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He was fired because of his laziness.' Laziness' means ……. 
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18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The discovery of oil brought many benefit to the country.' Discovery' means ……
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19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has no expertise in controlling the company. 
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20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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